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Background: 
Since the 2002 BC Hydro call for power proposals for Vancouver Island, there has been great 
interest by Independent Power Producers to develop green power projects on North 
Vancouver Island. The Regional District of Mount Waddington has been supportive of these 
initiatives to bring green power production in line to help meet provincial and Vancouver lsland 
goals for power self sufficiency from green sources. Unfortunately, very little has been 
accomplished in the last seven years. It is clear that the main reason for the lack of progress is 
the lack of a coherent long range transmission strategy, both regionally and provincially. The 
Regional District was pleased that the Province recognized this problem in December and 
requested that such a strategy be developed. This submission will focus on how a 
Transmission Strategy for Vancouver lsland could make Vancouver lsland self sufficient in 
energy and help contribute to BC achieving the same goal. 

Vancouver lsland Green Power Self Sufficiency 
Currently, Vancouver lsland imports 70% to 80% of its electrical power from h o  main 
underwater transmission cables from the mainland. The Province has a goal of 90% green 
power by 2016 and almost all municipalities, including all local governments in the Regional 
District of Mount Waddington, have signed on the Climate Action Charter that commits to being 
carbon neutral by 201 2 .  While the "rules" of this commitment provide that electrical energy can 
be considered as "green" as the provincial average, in Vancouver Island's case this could be 
considered as somewhat of an illusion given that a significant percentage of BC's power 
imports are from "brown" sources. To honestly meet our commitments we must be sure that we 
are not triggering imports from any non-green sources. The best way to do this is to become 
self sufficient from green power sources on the Island. 

Another aspect of self sufficiency is power security. The longer the distance from the source of 
the power supply, the greater the probability that the supply can be cut of due to a disaster or 
overload elsewhere in the system. Many smaller sources of power along a transmission 
corridor can reduce this risk, provided that adequate switching capacity is built into the system. 
This would increase reliability and provide accompanying social and economic benefits 
associated with power security. 

North Vancouver lsland has attracted considerable attention from lndependent Power 
Producers because of its high potential for wind power and moderate opportunities for run of 
the river hydro projects. In November 2008 the BC Transmission Corporation identified 
Transmission Expansion Policy (TEP) Opportunities that would provide almost 1800mw of 
potential installed capacity, entirely from green sources (see attached map). I f  these projects 
were completed, this would provide enough capacity to make Vancouver lsland self sufficient 
in green energy. However, this can only happen if major upgrades are made to the 
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transmission system on Vancouver Island. 

The Vancouver lsland Transmission Corridor 
Depending on the source of information, North Vancouver lsland has only 70mw to 150mw 
remaining of potential installed capacity available on the main trunk transmission line. As a 
result, the identified TEP generation opportunities are greatly constrained by the lack of 
transmission capacity. Without significant improvements to the transmission system, there is 
no possibility that all but a fraction of the potential projects will be developed. In addition, other 
parties have identified many other bottlenecks and constraints throughout the Vancouver 
lsland Transmission System. For this reason, the Regional District of Mount Waddington made 
the following resolution which was then forwarded to the Association of Vancouver lsland and 
Coastal Communities for their consideration: 

" bFd?ur.cus V a n ~ o u ~ ~ e r  Island currently generales only aboul500mw 01 the approximately 2300 
mu. po1x7zr it consumes; 

And bPd?ur.c.us lhe Brilish Columbia Translnissivn Cvrpvralioll (BCTC) has identilied 
'l'rms~xiissioa Expansion Oppoi-tmiitics of about 1 XOO mzga-cvatts of 'gr-czn' powcr on Yorzh 
Vai~couver Islai~d: 

Arid 1Vhc14eas zxisting trarlsnlissiori lirlcs will enable lzss than 10% of potcritial po~1~zr to bc 
~ltilized: 

11'ow I I  hc14efbr.e tllz Kzgional District of Moumt GVaddington requests that tllc BC'l'C' providz a 
sufficielitly s i ~ e d  Iiancouxw- Islalid tralisrnissi 011 power corridor to help enal>lz Valico~lver 
Island to achieve power self sufficiency from 100% green power sources." 

The Namgis First Nation supported this resolution and the AVlCC adopted it as their own (R20) 
on April 4th. 

A sufficiently designed VlTC would: 
Upgrade & utilize existing infrastructure & corridors to minimize land use conflicts, visual 
impacts 8 waste from duplication 
permit future green power generation growth from the identified North Vancouver lsland 
cluster potential 
Provide Vancouver lsland with ability to respond to leading edge technology 
Enhance resiliency & reliability of system 
Provide economic development opportunities 
Reduce long term costs by improving certainty and preventing stranding of potential 
generating sites 
Ensure that Vancouver lsland is part of the solution to make BC self reliant with green 
energy 

Given that it takes triple the time to locate and build transmission lines compared to generation 
capacity, it is very important to immediately begin the process to develop a Vancouver lsland 
transmission corridor that would provide sufficient capacity to meet current and projected 
demand and generation potential for green power production. 
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